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Phase Technology presents small and mid-sized bookshelf speaker
systems to fit YOllr space and your home entertainment needs whether
for movies, music or more.

Phase Technology presents t,NO full-range, multi-purpose speaker
systems, the top-notch Model PC-3 and the mid-priced Medel PC-53.
These three-way models offer an array of speaker solutions for )rour
home entertainment center

Better dynamics and deeper bass response make the Ivlodel PC-2
the perfect choice to invest in d multi-channel system or upgrade a
two-channel stereo. For full home-theater realism, add d Phase Iechnology
powered subwoofer and Premier Collection center-channel speaker for
total surround-sound
effects.

Flexibility is the keyword for Modd PC-3 with its user-adjustable speaker
array enabling horizontal and/or vertical use. This speaker odds an
additional measure of sophistication as it reflects the Premier Collection's
styling cues and color choices.

Model PC-2 features a Kcvlar-larninatcd solid flat-plsron woofer for
enhanced performance. There's also a user-adjustable tweeter for flexibility
of speaker placement and precise soundstage positioning. And for fullrange performance that belies its small size, audition the Model PC-1
- it must be heard to be believed!

these systems serve as an acoustically matched set - left right. center
and rear - as the foundation for a complete multi-channel system with
cl powered subwoofcr. Both models also serve as a center-channel
option
for all Premier Collection speaker systems.
These full-range models are designed to accurately handle the rapid

volume changes and breadth of frequency response that is the hallmark
of digital multi-channel program sources. They offer wide latitude in
speaker system placernent and positioning due to their innovative useradjustable features. Enjoy truly breathtaking home-theater realism and,
the experts agree, they're outstanding for music, too!

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response

PC-3
38-22,000 Hz

Impedance

6 ohms

Sensitivity

93 dB
Dual 6 1/2" RPF solid flat-pistons
with butyl rubber surrounds
11/2" soft-dome

Woofers
Midrange
Tweeter
Dimensions
Grilles
Finish
ing Weight
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1" variable-axis soft-dome with
Unicell anti-diffraction treatment
22" H x 8 1/4" W
x 11 3/4" 0
Burgundy, gray or black

Woofer/Midrange

61/2" RPF solid flat-piston
with butyl rubber surround
1" soft-dome with Unicell
anti-diffraction treatment

Dimensions

131/4" H x 81/4" W
x 11 3/4" 0

Grilles
Finish

Burgundy, gray or black
Black oak or dark oak
wood veneer

Shipping Weight

43 Ibs. per pair

6 ohms
91 dB
6 1/2" RPF Kevlar-Iaminated solid
lIat-piston with butyl rubber surround
1" variable-axis soft-dome with
Unicell anti-diffraction treatment
17 1/4" H x 8 1/4" W
x 113/4' 0
Burgundy, gray or black
Black oak or dark oak
wood veneer
281bs. each

61/4" H x 171/4" W
x 10" 0
Black

40 Ibs. each

181bs. each
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89 dB

90dB

Black woodgram laminate

-

Sensitivity

Tweeter

5 1/4" RPF solid fiat-piston woofer
with butyl rubber surround
5 1/4" RPF solid. fiat-piston woofer/
midrange with butyl rubber surround
1" variable-axis soft-dome with
Unicell anti-diHraction treatment

PC-2
40-22,000 Hz

48-22,000 Hz
6 ohms

PC"33
60-22,000 Hz
4 ohms

Black oak or dark oak
wood veneer
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PC-1

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response
Impedance
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